Posizione

Would you like to be part of a challenging environment that provides customers highly specialized advice and a wide range of exclusive tailor-made solutions?
In the position of Customer Assistant you will have the possibility to interact with clients of every generation requesting exclusive sustainable advice and services focused on their specific needs and priorities.
You will also have the opportunity to build the foundation of your career path starting the first milestone to set up a future as Private/Wealth Management Banker.

Your responsibilities
- acquire a deep knowledge on private and wealth management business
- develop technical skills and expertise in the area of investments and products
- build a solid base on project management and commercial planning, working on the strategy and implementation of business development, analyzing the market and main competitors

Requisiti

What you'll need to succeed:
- Marked client attitude and ability to work under pressure
- Relational and networking skills
- Being goal oriented with sustainable risk management approach
- Analytical approach
- Excellent Academy records
- Degrees in Finance, Economics, Management or Statistics
- Fluency in English

What you'll get in return:
We offer an apprenticeship contract in the banking industry and a development path into Wealth Management & Private Banking business in which starting with the customer assistant role you'll get the opportunities to unleash your full potential, develop strong knowledge in service and products and kick-off your career.
Moreover, we offer:
- Healthcare and wellness - your health and well-being is important to us. That's why you will get benefits like health insurance, a comprehensive pension scheme and discounted access to sports and wellness offers.
- Work-life balance - flexible schedules, sabbaticals and the right to special leaves (e.g. for most relevant life events) make this balance possible.
- Competitive compensation package - we provide our employees not only with competitive salary packages but also with our free of charge account, extensive insurance offers as well as other bank services benefits.
- Dynamic environment - you will be part of an international, collaborative and supportive environment where people matter. A place where people know that they are valued not only for what they do, but also for who they are.
Esperienza
Not Important

Formazione
University